An exploration of sexuality is also an exploration of individuality.
verbatim

[ˌvɛrˈbeɪtɪm]  

ADVERB

in exactly the same words as were used originally:
"subjects were instructed to recall the passage verbatim" · [More]
synonyms: word for word · letter for letter · line for line · to the letter · literally · exactly · precisely · in every detail · closely · faithfully · religiously · rigorously · [More]
The Laramie Project
Ideas

- To create group discussions on various topics
- Humour contrasting seriousness
- Quotes from LGBT+ youth websites
- Coming out in school
- Parents and grandparents influence

---

**Quotes from LGBT+ youth websites**

**Coming out in school**

**Humour contrasting seriousness**

**To create group discussions on various topics**

**Parents and grandparents influence**
“We just want to be who we are without question or threat”
The future of our advocacy

• A diversity group
• A pride event
• Dealing with wider issues